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ABSTRACT 
Zuni kachinas use a wide variety of costume elements. A statistical analysis is 
employed to evaluate the use of these elements on female as compared to male 
kachinas, revealing a conceptualization of gender distinct from the Western 
model of complementary opposites. Female kachinas often incorporate predo- 
minantly male elements, but male kachinas never use statistically female ele- 
ments. The resulting interpretation of gender - that females encompass both 
genders, whereas males reflect a specialization - parallels other gender- 
specific practices at Zuni and clarifies the nature of the berdache kachina, which 
bridges female wholeness and male specialization. 

The study of gender roles in American Indian cultures is of growing interest. 
Examination of native roles reveals social, economic, and religious practices that 
are sharply divergent from those of Western societies. When the case of North 
American berdaches is considered, the extent of this distinction really emerges. 
The berdache role, occupied by men and women who combined activities of both 
genders, corresponds to no existing European category. As a result, berdaches 
have been referred to with a bewildering array of terms, from "hermaphrodites" 
to "sodomites," "men-women," "homosexuals," "transvestites," and "transsexu- 
als." For convenience, anthropologists have settled on the use of "berdache," a 
term first applied by French and Spanish explorers. The Zuni word for such indi- 
viduals is ihamana. Scholars recently have begun to argue that male berdaches 
represent a third gender status and female berdaches a fourth (Jacobs 1983; Ros- 
coe 1987; Blackwood 1988). But this begs the question: How do American Indian 
societies define gender? 

Unfortunately, native gender roles, and berdaches in particular, have drawn 
the dual forces of elimination and assimilation that have disrupted all facets of 
American Indian life. Where traditional roles have not lapsed entirely, they have 
undergone radical change. Few native experts are able or willing to interpret these 
facets of traditional culture, especially their philosophical and religious underpin- 
nings. This is particularly true in the Southwestern United States, where new in- 
formation on Pueblo religion is unlikely to be forthcoming unless Pueblos them- 
selves choose to offer it. 

Scholars in fields such as ancient and classical history have developed her- 
meneutical methods to advance their inquiries, allowing them to extract new evi- 
dence from a finite set of data. Religious and mythological data are especially 
amenable to hermeneutical methods because they reflect systematic ideologies. 
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50 ROSCOE 

To the extent that these systems, including the elements and rules that guide their 
use, can be deduced it is possible to project from the known to the unknown. 

Over 100 Zuni kachinas, a supernatural pantheon portrayed by masked dan- 
cers, are documented in the ethnographic literature. Their costuming is figurative 
and purposive; it constitutes a system of signs that Zunis are able to "read" for 
meaning. Could a systematic analysis of costume elements reveal the patterns by 
which gender is symbolized? And what would a comparison of the costuming of 
the Zuni berdache kachina with that of male and female kachinas reveal about the 
philosophy behind such a "third gender" status? To answer these questions, a 
statistical approach was adopted. Such an analysis offers the possibility of moving 
from the known, a documented inventory of kachina costuming, to the un- 
known - the traditional Zuni philosophy of gender. 

ZUNI KACHINAS AND CEREMONIES 

The goal of Zuni religion is to harmonize human existence with its natural and 
social environment. When individuals conform to Zuni ideals of ethical behavior 
they establish a correct relationship with nature and society. When combined with 
correct ritual technique, this wins the aid of supernatural beings who mediate on 
behalf of the individual and the community with the forces of the universe. The 
harmony generated synchronizes human actions with natural phenomena. Above 
all, this means that the seeds people plant and the precipitation nature yields result 
in harvests sufficient for the needs of the community (see Bunzel 1932a; Benedict 
1959; Ladd 1983; Tedlock 1979). 

Zuni kachinas, or kokko, are masked representations of gods who are the de- 
ceased ancestors of the Zunis. (Zuni terms have been transcribed following the 
guidelines in Newman [1958] and the nontechnical orthography in Ortiz [ed. 
1979:xi], with the exception of the colon [:], used to indicate lengthened vowels, 
and "h" instead of Newman's "j.") The kokko live at Sacred Lake, a lagoon 
formed by the confluence of the Zuni and Little Colorado rivers southwest of Zuni 
Pueblo. They are not the only gods the Zunis recognize, nor the only ones por- 
trayed by masked dancers. They are distinguished, however, by their special iden- 
tification with rain. Because the kokko enjoy dancing as much as their human 
supplicants, they transform themselves into rain clouds and travel to Zuni 
whenever kachina dances are held there. The identification of the kokko with rain 
is so complete that the terms for "ancestors," "rain," and "kachinas" are inter- 
changeable. As Ladd (1963:26-28) notes, "When a Zuni sees rain clouds ap- 
proaching the Zuni valley, he will generally refer to the approaching rain by the 
term 'uwanam 'a:wiya ... 'The rain is coming.' This term ... is used sometimes 
to refer to the ancestors and sometimes translated as rain. Both are correct. ... 
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They are only representations of different spiritual manifestations of the total 
pattern." 

Zuni kachinas can be divided into individual figures and group dancers and 
assigned to six categories. Individual kachinas include: 

Priest kachinas. These represent individual male and female gods with distinct per- 
sonalities. They may dance, but they also perform specific rituals. They appear for 
the most part on fixed dates of the ceremonial calendar (Bunzel 1932a:521-525). 

Whipping kachinas. These male kachinas are less individualized. Some, like the six 
pairs of differently colored Salimopiya, come in sets. Aside from dancing, their 
ritual function is to administer whippings, usually with bunches of yucca blades, 
during initiation rites and whenever exorcism and purification are desired (Bunzel 
1932b:872-873, 988-1002). 

Scare kachinas. These are ogres and "bogey" figures who sometimes dance with 
group kachinas, but can also appear at any time for the purpose of disciplining and 
frightening wayward children and adults (Bunzel 1932b:906, 935-941). 

Humorous kachinas. These are individual kachinas who primarily entertain and 
amuse. They have no formal ritual functions (Bunzel 1932b:986, 1017-1018, 1077- 
1080). 

Group kachinas include: 

Rain dancers. These male kachinas and their female counterparts (kachina maidens) 
appear in sets of identically costumed dancers for the purpose of invoking rain. 
Kokk'okshi ("Good Kachina"), the most frequently portrayed rain dancer, is consi- 
dered the oldest and most sacred of all kachinas (Bunzel 1932b:888, 1012-1014, 
1016). 

Group dancers. Other sets of kachinas include the two Cha'kwen groups (hunters 
and warriors), the Mixed Dance (composed of a variety of kachinas), Hemushikwe, 
and others (Bunzel 1932b:888, 906-907). 

Kachina dances are presented by the six kiva groups of the kachina society, 
the religious organization to which all Zuni men belong. Men portray female and 
male kachinas, a conventional practice that has no association with berdache 
status, which is symbolized by other means. On major occasions, the kachina so- 
ciety is joined by other religious organizations in the production of elaborate festi- 
vals incorporating ritual, drama, music, and visual arts. This periodic coordina- 
tion of the diverse facets of Zuni society is a key mechanism of social integration 
(Bunzel 1932a:507-509; Kroeber 1917:183). 

The summer and winter solstices mark the fundamental division in the Zuni 
calendar. Both solstices are referred to as 'itiwa, the middle (the village itself, 'iti- 
wan'a, is the Middle Place) (Bunzel 1932b:534). The ceremonies observed on 
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these occasions mirror each other. Since kachinas and their dances promote pre- 
cipitation, and precipitation is desired throughout the year, whether as snow or 
rain, kachina dances follow both solstices. The winter dance series continues into 
the spring, and a third series occurs during the fall Sha'lako festival. Thus, 
kachina dances are performed year-round. 

Yet, there are important seasonal differences in Zuni ceremonies. In the sum- 
mer, rain dances dominate, and between June and September the priesthoods 
maintain a constant retreat to pray for rainfall. In the winter ceremonies, however, 
and during the fall Sha'lako, hunter, warrior, and entertaining kachinas appear. 
Some group dances, especially those that portray outsiders such as Apaches, 
Comanches, and Navajos and have connotations of warfare and conflict, are per- 
formed only in winter. 

The success of hunting is the particular concern of the several medicine or 
curing societies. These societies seek supernatural intercession from the beast 
gods for the increase of game animals and the fortune of hunters. Along with the 
warrior society, or bow priesthood, their ritual activities are limited to winter, the 
season of hunting. Similarly, kachina priests, who oversee specific rituals, appear 
at the annual Sha'lako, the winter solstice observances, and the quadrennial 
spring initiation for boys, but not in summer when the emphasis is on group 
dances. Individualism, even in the case of supernaturals, is restrained for the sake 
of harmony and unity of purpose during this most critical period of the growing 
season (Bunzel 1932b:529, 519). 

THE STUDY 

The primary sources for this study are Bunzel (1932b) and Wright and Dishta 
(1985). The 1984 reprint of Bunzel, published by the Rio Grande Press, includes 
previously unpublished color illustrations. Stevenson (1904) and Parsons (1917, 
1922, 1930, 1933) provided additional documentation, and Roediger (1961) was 
consulted in designing the costume element inventory. An IBM personal compu- 
ter and Lotus 123 spreadsheet software were used to compile data and calculate 
statistics. 

The study was designed to determine which costume elements and patterns of 
costuming are used to signify gender on Zuni kachinas. A null hypothesis would 
predict a symmetrical distribution of occurrence of costume elements on male and 
female kachinas. That is, elements would occur equally on male and female 
kachinas, or exclusively on male or female kachinas, or, most likely, some ele- 
ments would occur only on males and others only on females, with a third set oc- 
curring with relatively equal frequency on both. In all these cases, however, the 
resulting frequency distribution would be symmetrical, the difference being the 
number of modes, from no mode, to two and three, respectively. (Used here, 
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mode refers to any value at which the frequency density is at a peak or local 
maximum). 

The first step in the analysis was to create an inventory of the population of 
costume elements by reviewing all kachinas for which complete costume descrip- 
tions were available. This was defined as positive documentation of costume ele- 
ments in each of the following categories: mask type, mask color, mask designs, 
mask features, feathers, collar type, color of body paint, painted designs, cloth- 
ing, accessories, and kachina type. Thirty-seven out of the 115 kachinas listed in 
Bunzel (1932b:905-908) met this criterion. These include 28 males, 8 females, 
and Kolhamana, the berdache kachina ("Kachina Berdache," ko from kokko, plus 
ihamana). This male-to-female ratio is representative of the larger population of 
kachinas. The procedure in each case was to review Bunzel's kachina descriptions 
and then consult the supplemental sources listed above for confirmation and 
clarification. These 37 kachinas are also those that Zunis consider the most sym- 
bolically and mythologically significant, as indicated by their regular appearance 
in the ceremonial cycle and by such comments in Bunzel's (1932b:908, 931, 962, 
1010, 1012) report as, "He is a valuable dancer" (Pautiwa); "She looks danger- 
ous" (Cha'kwen 'Oka); "He brings long life" (Sayatasha); "He comes to bring all 
kinds of things for the people" (Yamuhakto); and "They come all the time, sum- 
mer and winter" (Kokk'okshi). 

This procedure resulted in the list of 115 costume elements that appears in the 
Appendix. In most cases, native language terms for these elements were also iden- 
tified. These costume elements are symbolic as well as representational. Colors 
are associated with cardinal directions and seasons; designs symbolize plants, in- 
sects, animals, and natural forms; feathers indicate status and temperament; rat- 
tles, bows and arrows, bunches of spruce, ears of corn, and seeds refer to hunting, 
agriculture, and other economic activities. The rattles carried by rain dancers, for 
example, are made of dried gourds that contain seeds (agriculture), while the rat- 
tles carried by the fall Sha'lako kachinas are made of deer bones (hunting) (see 
Bunzel 1932b:844-874). 

The second step of the analysis was to assign a "gender rating" to these cos- 
tume elements. This was done by tallying the occurrence of each element on the 
population of documented kachinas and subtotaling occurrences on male and 
female kachinas. Since the gender status of the berdache kachina was in question, 
this figure and the two costume elements specific to it were not included at this 
stage of the study. Table 1 summarizes frequencies of occurrence for 113 ele- 
ments found on 36 kachinas (all but Kolhamana). 

Based on subtotals of male and female occurrences, relative frequencies were 
calculated as percentages. The relative male frequency of each costume element 
was then rounded off to a single digit on a scale of 0 to 10, to develop the follow- 
ing "gender index." 
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Male Occurrence (in %) 
0.0-4.9 
5.0-14.9 
15.0-24.9 
25.0-34.9 
35.0-44.9 
45.0-54.9 
55.0-64.9 
65.0-74.9 
75.0-84.9 
85.0-94.9 
95.0-100 

Gender Rating 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

The third step of the analysis involved entering the gender ratings of each 
kachina's costume elements onto a second spreadsheet and calculating the total, 
average, and standard deviation of ratings for each kachina. (Because two of 
Kolhamana's elements are unique, no rating could be assigned to them. The gen- 
der rating for Kolhamana, therefore, was based on 15 of that figure's 17 ele- 
ments.) Finally, the distribution and ratings of Kolhamana's costume elements 
were compared to male and female averages and to statistically similar kachinas. 

RESULTS 

More costume elements occur on male than on female kachinas (Table 1). 
This is not, however, simply a function of the greater number of males in the sam- 
ple. Although they make up 78 percent of the kachinas, they account for 83 per- 
cent of all occurrences of costume elements. Similarly, the average number of ele- 
ments on male kachinas is 19, compared to 14 for females (see Table 2). Statisti- 
cally, male kachinas are more varied and specialized than female kachinas. They 
not only incorporate a greater number of elements, but draw from a more diverse 
set of elements. As Figure 1 shows, there are 68 costume elements that occur ex- 
clusively on male kachinas, compared to 7 that occur only on female kachinas. 
The costuming of females is more uniform from kachina to kachina. 

As a result, average costume element ratings for kachinas are skewed toward 
the male side of the gender index. As Table 2 shows, the average gender rating for 
the sample population is 8.1 - a rating significantly higher than the 5.0 predicted 
by the hypothesis of symmetrical distribution. Male kachinas as a population are 
"very male," with an average rating of 8.9, while the 5.3 average for female 
kachinas actually makes them slightly more "male" than female. As Figure 2 illus- 
trates, this is because female costuming often incorporates elements with high 
male gender ratings. This also results in the high variation of ratings for female 
kachinas. Ratings on male kachinas are more consistent. In other words, female 
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Figure 1. Costume element frequencies grouped by relative male occurrence. 

kachinas are less gender-differentiated than male kachinas. In statistical terms, 
they can be characterized as ambisexual. 

The "most male," "most female" and "least differentiated" kachinas are listed 
in Table 3. The highest rated male kachinas are all exorcising or hunter kachinas. 
They wear helmet-shaped masks and carry bunches of yucca or switches for whip- 
ping, bows and arrows, and rattles made of animal bones - all elements with high 
male ratings. Indeed, the degree of male differentiation represented by the whip- 
ping kachinas is suggested by the traditional belief that the mere sight of these 
kachinas could cause a pregnant woman to miscarry (Stevenson 1904:296). The 
"most female" kachina is Komokashshik'i ("Old Kachina Woman"), who is the 
mother of all kachinas. Next is a humorous kachina, followed by two kachina 
maidens. But even these "most female" kachinas have ratings nearer the ambisex- 
ual than the female node of the index. 

The "least differentiated" kachinas are those whose ratings fall near the mid- 
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Figure 2. Average costume element frequencies for male, female, and berdache 
kachinas by rating. 

point of the gender continuum. Kolhamana appears exactly between the highest 
rated female kachina and lowest rated male. The "least male" kachinas are 
Kokk'okshi, Hay'nawi, and 'Upik'ayap'ona ("Downy Feathers Hanging"). They 
wear the shoyanne, or half mask, with long horse-hair beards, carry spruce, and 
dance barefoot - elements found on both male and female kachinas. The rain 
dancers, Kokk'okshi and 'Upik'ayap'ona, unlike other kachinas, have a female 
counterpart, Kokkwe'le ("Kachina Girl"), reflecting the complementary roles of 
men and women in growing, storing, preparing, and distributing agricultural 
products. 

Using the data on costume element ratings, the average distribution of ratings 
for females and males was compared to the distribution of ratings on the berdache 
kachina, and the kachinas most like Kolhamana in terms of costume elements and 
statistics were identified. This phase of the study addressed the question, "How is 

Table 1. Frequency of Occurrence of Costume Elements. 
Male Kachinas Female Kachinas Total 

Costume element occurrences 523 109 632 
Maximum occurrence/element 22 8 26 

Average occurrence/element 5 1 6 
Relative frequency (%) 82.8 17.2 100 

Note: Based on a total of 113 costume elements. 
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Table 2. Summary of Kachina Statistics. 
Male Female Both 

Number of kachinas 28 8 36 
Maximum elements/kachina 23 17 23 
Minimum elements/kachina 10 8 8 
Average elements/kachina 19 14 17 
Average rating (0-10) 8.9 5.3 8.1 
Average deviation of ratings 1.4 2.9 1.7 

Note: Based on a total of 36 kachinas. 

berdache status signified?" Does Kolhamana's costuming employ both male and 
female costume elements, ambisexual elements, or neither (that is, berdache- 
specific elements)? 

Stevenson (1904:219) describes the appearance of the berdache kachina in 
the quadrennial Kan 'a:kwe ceremony: 

He wears the woman's dress of black, embroidered in dark blue, and caught at the waist 
with a red woven belt. A white embroidered sash passes from the left side of the waist to the 
right shoulder, where it is tied, the embroidered ends falling. A piece of white commercial 
cotton hangs over the back. The neck and arms, which are exposed, are painted white; the 
hair is parted from the forehead down the back of the head, and one side is done up over a 
wooden form, while the other side is tied with red and blue yarn and left hanging. The mask 
covers only the face. A rattle of deer scapulae is carried in the right hand, and three ears of 
corn, tied together with yucca ribbons and te'likinawe [prayer sticks], are carried in the 
left. 

Table 3. Average Kachina Costume Element Ratings. 
Average Least Average 

Most Male" Rating Differentiated" Rating 
'A'hute 9.5 
Na'wisho 9.5 Female 
'Upo'yona 9.5 Nahalish 'oka 6.1 
Lhe'lashoktip'ona 9.2 Suyuki 6.2 
Yamuhakto 9.2 Cha'kwen 'oka 6.3 
Sayalhi"a 9.1 
Hu:tutu 9.1 Beredache 

Kolhamana 6.7 
Most Femaleb 

Male 
Komokashshik'i 4.1 Kokk'okshi 7.9 
'Ahe'a 4.3 Hay'nawi 8.1 
Kokkwe'le 'Oken'ona 4.6 'Upik'ayap 'ona 8.3 
Kokkwe'le 5.3 

a. Ratings above male average. 
b. Ratings below female average. 
c. Kachinas within one standard deviation from the average rating for their gender towards the sample 
mean (8.1). 
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Figure 3. Mask of Kolhamana. The blue-green half mask of the male rain dancer 
Kokk'okshi is worn with the characteristic hairstyle of the berdache kachina: one 
side up in the female style, one side down in the male style. Courtesy of the National 
Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution. Negative No. 89-13720 (Steven- 
son 1904:Plate XLIV). 

As Bunzel (1932b: 1011) points out, Kolhamana's blue-green half mask is the 
same as that of the male rain dancer, Kokk'okshi. The hair is worn half up in the 
women's style, half down in the men's style (Figure 3). According to Stevenson, 
Kolhamana sometimes carries a bow and arrows instead of corn (see Figure 4; 
Bunzel 1932b:Plate 33c). The white arms, however, are typical of female 
kachinas. What Stevenson (1904:219) identifies as a "sash," Bunzel (1932b: 
1011) describes as a "dance kilt" fastened on the left shoulder, the kilt worn by the 
male Kokk'okshi (I have verified this identification with a Zuni informant). So, in 
addition to the hairstyle of both genders, Kolhamana wears the clothes of both. 
This hair style and the dance kilt worn on the shoulder are unique to the berdache 
kachina. 

As Figure 2 shows, these costume elements fall into all three possible 
categories. There are two all-male elements as well as two all-female elements. 
Kolhamana stands out from both males and females, however, in the frequency of 
relatively less differentiated elements rated at 7. 

When Kolhamana's costume elements are categorized according to their typi- 
cal associations, another interesting pattern appears. Eight elements are charac- 
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teristic of male and female rain dancers (white arms, women's dress, downy eagle 
feather, blue-green half mask, rectangular eyes, beard, and corn carried as an ac- 
cessory). Four are characteristic of the rain dancers' seasonal opposites, the 
Sha'lako priest kachinas (deer rattle, leggings, bow and arrows, and many 
necklaces). Thus, Kolhamana mediates not only gender but economic divisions as 
well - specifically, agriculture (summer rain dancer) and hunting (fall priest 
kachina). This conclusion is reinforced when Kolhamana is compared to statisti- 
cally similar kachinas. The two kachinas with the most elements in common with 
Kolhamana (9 out of 17) are Sayatasha ("Long Horn"), a kachina hunter and bow 
priest who appears in the fall Sha'lako, and Kokk'okshi, the summer rain dancer. 
Hu:tutu and Payatamu share eight traits with Kolhamana, and they can be simi- 
larly assigned to fall-hunter and summer-rain dancer categories respectively. 

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

Instead of a symmetrical distribution of costume elements across male and 
female kachinas, an asymmetrical distribution skewed toward male occurrences 
was found. Costume elements are either all female, all male, or mostly male (that 
is, with only occasional female occurrences). Only 2 of the 115 elements in the 
population are "mostly female," with occasional male occurrences. Although 
female kachinas often incorporate predominantly male costume elements, male 
kachinas almost never draw from the female side of the continuum. 

This asymmetry suggests that Zunis do not conceptualize male and female 
genders as complementary polar opposites. Rather, two different principles are 
apparent. Statistically, the "maleness" of male kachinas is a function of the variety 
and number of their elements, whereas "femaleness" is inclusive of maleness. The 
distinction between genders that emerges is "differentiated," or male, and "undif- 
ferentiated," or female. Being female in this representational system actually 
means being both male and female, occupying the center of the gender con- 
tinuum. It might be said that there is only one gender in this system: female, with 
males as an offshoot or specialization. Or, to use another set of terms, male is the 
marked category among the Zunis and female is the unmarked category. This is 
the opposite of the Anglo-American conception of gender as reflected in such En- 
glish language practices as using the term "mankind" to encompass both male and 
female. 

These findings are also the opposite of Ortiz's (1969:36, 146-147) conclu- 
sions regarding the Tewa. He notes, for example, that a Tewa man undertaking a 
demanding task is exhorted to "be a woman, be a man," whereas a woman is sim- 
ply encouraged to "be a woman." He concludes that "qualities of both sexes are 
believed present in men, while women are only women" and, therefore, that 
"male" is the unmarked category among the Tewa. Zuni and Tewa concepts of 
gender may indeed diverge, in which case we might look to the matrilineal, ma- 
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Figure 4. Kolhamana wears a black woman's dress with a male dance kilt over the 
shoulder and carries a rattle made of deer bone in one hand and a bow (with a 
quiver of arrows over the shoulder) in the other. Three ears of corn are sometimes 
carried instead of the bow and arrows. Courtesy of National Anthropological Ar- 
chives, Smithsonian Institution. Negative No. 89-13269 (Bunzel 1932b:Plate 33c). 
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trilocal social organization of the Zunis compared to the bilateral practices of the 
Tewa. As Ortiz reports elsewhere (1979:284), however, the Tewa still maintain 
"an implicit matrilineal ideology." This and other similarities between these 
societies would lead us to expect more compatibility in their gender systems. 
Perhaps the exhortation to "be a woman" reflects the belief that women are inher- 
ently complete, whereas men are exhorted to be both because maleness alone is 
not enough. This would parallel the Zuni explanation of why men must be in- 
itiated into the kachina society: they require additional socialization that women 
do not need. 

Leaving aside consideration of the berdache kachina, two strategies of gender 
mediation can be identified, one employed by females, the other by males. 
Female kachinas approach the middle of the continuum by juxtaposing female and 
male elements, whereas those male kachinas whose ratings are closest to this me- 
dian use lower rated, less differentiated costume elements, thus synthesizing male 
and female genders. 

Confirmation of these conclusions can be found in a variety of gender- 
specific practices at Zuni. For example, corn is referred to as the "flesh" of the 
Earth Mother. A perfect ear of corn is placed next to newborn infants, and this be- 
comes a life-long, personal symbol. Male infants receive a single ear of yellow 
corn, a yapota. Females, however, receive a mi'k'appanne, a double ear of white 
corn, the result of two ears growing together; an appropriate symbol of the inhe- 
rent completeness or wholeness of females (Stevenson 1904:299; Cushing 
1974:167-168). But the distinction between these symbols, like the distribution of 
elements on male and female kachinas, is asymmetrical. 

Zunis believe that "females are tehya (valuable, protected), to a degree, by 
their very nature, but all boys must be initiated into the kotikanne [kachina soci- 
ety] . . . to 'save them' or 'make them valuable' " (Tedlock 1979:502). In other 
words, males require more socialization than females. Indeed, Stevenson's 
(1904:296) informants told her that a male fetus requires a ten-month gestation but 
a female only nine. These beliefs follow from a model that posits female as pri- 
mary and undifferentiated, and male as a derivation from this universal ground. 

Male differentiation is dramatized in two initiation rites. The first of these 
emphasizes agriculture and the social and work roles associated with that mode of 
production; the second emphasizes hunting and warfare (Stevenson 1904:94-107; 
Bunzel 1932b:975-1001). As the costume analysis reveals, the kachinas as- 
sociated with agriculture, such as Kokk'okshi, are the least differentiated males, 
whereas the figures associated with hunting and warfare, such as the four 
Sayalhi'"a ("Blue Horn"), who administer whippings at the second male initia- 
tion, are among the "most male" kachinas. Here it is interesting to consider the 
Zuni description of Kokk'okshi: "[He] never makes people frightened or angry. 
He is always happy and gentle, and he dances to make the world green. They 
come all the time, summer and winter. . . . During the war with the Kan'a:kwe 
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they were the only ones who did not fight" (Bunzel 1932b: 1012). His name comes 
from the word k'okshi, which means "be good, be obedient, be attractive" (New- 
man 1958:23). Thus, it is in the realm of agriculture that male gender differentia- 
tion is mediated. In the first male initiation, this is symbolized by female objects 
presented to the boys, for example, a pottery bowl, symbolic of the Earth Mother, 
made by a female relative (Cushing 1974:24). 

At Zuni, gender mediation is not limited to the berdache kachina. Women, 
because of their inherent completeness, bridge genders, whereas men, despite 
their specialization, can retain contact with the female origins of life through sym- 
bols and through the less gender-differentiated role of farming. Indeed, gender 
differentiation throughout the community is seasonally modulated through the 
ceremonial calendar with its emphasis on agriculture (and its symbols, roles, and 
appropriate behaviors) in summer and hunting (with its symbols, roles, and be- 
haviors) in winter. The overriding ideal, however, is a balance of male and 
female, and this is a potential of all individuals. 

All this makes the nature of Kolhamana's gender mediation more interesting. 
In fact, Kolhamana employs both female and male strategies: juxtaposing male 
and female elements as well as synthesizing gender by using ambisexual ele- 
ments. Kolhamana is neither half-man/half-woman, nor androgynous, in the 
sense of blending genders. Rather, the berdache kachina is a whole-man/whole- 
woman, as if two individuals existed in one physical form; a personification of the 
psychic and social wholeness symbolized by the female ear of corn, the doubled 
mi'k'appanne. But a third principle is present because Kolhamana also incorpo- 
rates berdache-specific elements. This figure is indeed best characterized as oc- 
cupying a third gender. 

The birth of Kolhamana is described in the Zuni origin myth. The berdache 
kachina is the first-born from an incestuous brother-sister union. According to 
Cushing (1896:401), "From the mingling of too much seed in one kind, comes the 
two-fold one kind, 'hldmon [cf. lhajmana (Newman 1958:27)], being man and 
woman combined - even as from a kernel of corn with two hearts, ripens an ear 
that is neither one kind nor the other, but both!" The ear of corn with "two hearts" 
is the mi'k'appanne, the general female symbol. In representing an undifferen- 
tiated state, Kolhamana is, in fact, no different than females who represent this 
principle in general. The berdache kachina stands out, however, because it is 
"two-fold one kind." That is, although it retains female universality, Kolhamana 
has acquired male specialization, symbolized by male elements. In the case of the 
berdache, these normally exclusive principles co-exist. 

This both-and-neither male-and-female status bestows upon Kolhamana ex- 
traordinary supernatural potency, as revealed in a key episode of the Zuni origin 
myth. In this account, the kachinas of Sacred Lake, who are portrayed as farmers, 
start a war with a set of gods called the Kan'a:kwe, who are great hunters. The 
Kan'a:kwe capture Kolhamana and two other Zuni kachinas, and their leader, the 
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giant warrior woman, Cha 'kwen 'Oka, requires Kolhamana to wear a dress and 
appear in a dance. This incident symbolizes the merger of the two people that fol- 
lows and the resulting seasonal division of labor. When the Kan'a:kwe kachinas 
visit Zuni every four years bearing freshly killed game and receiving corn and pro- 
duce in return, Kolhamana, the "two-fold one kind," appears in their midst, carry- 
ing the central symbols of the drama, unifying the opposites of male and female, 
hunting and growing (Stevenson 1904:36-39, 217-226; Parsons 1923:142; Be- 
nedict 1935:6-8, 262-263; Levi-Strauss 1958:95-103). 

SUMMARY 

Zunis do not conceptualize male and female genders as opposites or comple- 
ments. Women are believed to be inherently complete, incorporating both female 
and male qualities, whereas male status emerges as a result of differentiation from 
the female. Similarly, the berdache kachina is not two half-beings but two whole 
personalities forged into one. This makes Kolhamana, and by implication the ac- 
tual ihamana or berdache, a special representation of wholeness, able to bridge 
the most fundamental economic and social divisions of Zuni society. 

APPENDIX 
Inventory of Costume Elements 

Gender ratings are based on relative frequency of occurrence on male kachinas on a scale of 0 to 10. A 
dash (-) under the frequency and rating headings indicates that the costume element appears on 
Kolhamana only. 
Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 

Mask Type 
1. Helmet mask 'ulinne 26 8 covers whole head Bunzel 1932b:857; 

Parsons 1922:200; 
Newman 1958:16 

2. Half mask shoyanne 10 6 covers upper part Bunzel 1932b:857-858; 
of face only Stevenson 1904:148 

Mask Color 
3. Blue-green 'akwalhi 14 10 "blue stone," Bunzel 1932b:861, 1011; 

the male color Ladd 1963:33 
4. Pink hekk'achona 1 10 pink clay Bunzel 1932b:996; 

Newman 1958:20 
5. White hek'ohakwa 11 5 white clay, kaolin Bunzel 1932b:859 
6. Multicolor k'uchuna 1 10 masks in sets of Newman 1958:24 

six colors (Salimopiya) 
7. Black michapi:we; 8 8 made from burned Bunzel 1932b:859, 860 

hekw'itola corn cobs; made from 
corn fungus 

8. Yellow lhupz'ina 1 10 e.g., 'A'hute Newman 1958:29 
Mask Designs 
9. Hepakinne hepakinne 3 10 circular design for Bunzel 1932b:923 

"differently colored 
lightning" 
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APPENDIX, continued 

Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 

10. Milky Way 'upialhanne 4 10 "Milky Way striped Bunzel 1932b:862, 990; 
kushoktapa mark," checkered Parsons 1922:174 

band around face 
11. Spots 3 0 on cheeks, refers to Bunzel 1932b: 1014, 

menstruation 1032 
12. Stars moyachunne 1 10 star design "for Parsons 1922:199; 

fine nights" Bunzel 1932b: 1007 
13. Dragonfly shumak'olo:wa 1 10 on Kan'a:kwe, "to Bunzel 1932b:1009; 

make the corn grow Cook 1974:83 
fast" 

14. Butterfly lahashoma 1 10 sacred butterfly, Bunzel 1932b:871; 
"a love charm" Newman 1958:25 

Mask Features 
15. Rectangle 13 6 e.g., Kokk'okshi Bunzel 1932b:858; 

eyes Roediger 1961:223 
16. Round eyes 8 8 e.g., Yamuhakto Bunzel 1932b:858, 958 
17. Ball eyes 5 8 on scare kachinas, Bunzel 1932b:858, 936 

"to see better" 
18. Cloud eyes lomuloktanne 3 10 "cloud oblong eyed" Bunzel 1932b:908, 991 

tunapa 
19. Crescent 3 10 "the new moon with Bunzel 1932b:1021 

eyes the horns down" 
20. Rain eyes 3 10 "lines under eyes Bunzel 1932b:980 

... are rain drops" 
21. Tadpole mu:tuli'ka 1 10 on Kan'a:kwe Bunzel 1932b:1009; 

eyes Cook 1974:82 
22. Zigzag nose noz'inanpa- 5 10 represents Parsons 1922:186; 

ninne lightning Bunzel 1932b: 1078 
23. Teeth shizitonne 6 8 "teeth together Bunzel 1932b:858, 1021 

mouth," on scare 
kachinas 

24. Round 10 8 e.g., Shula:wizi Bunzel 1932b:958 
mouth 

25. Snout 'otonne; 9 10 on Kan'a:kwe "to Bunzel 1932b:908, 1009, 
'otonzikonne make the clouds come 1065 

quickly" 
26. Big ears lashokti:we 4 10 on Pautiwa "so that Bunzel 1932b:908; 

he can hear everything Newman 1958:26 
his people ask for" 

27. Squash 'ateyanne 2 10 for "plenty of melons Parsons 1922:212; 
blossom and squashes" Bunzel 1932b:991; 

Newman 1958:10 
28. Horns saya:we 4 10 one or more horns Newman 1958:36; 

Bunzel 1932b:859, 962 
29. Horse-hair huponninne 9 7 covers lower face Bunzel 1932b: 1021; 

beard on half masks Roediger 1961:161; 
Newman 1958:22; 
Cook 1974:72 

30. Black hair 'uzhialanne 9 10 black ruff around face Bunzel 1932b:1065 
31. White hair lohayaye 5 4 white hair Bunzel 1932b: 1070 
32. Goat hair 3 7 fringe or wool Bunzel 1932b:1011; 

over forehead Roediger 1961:224 
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APPENDIX, continued 

Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 

33. Hair up mazikwa:we 3 0 "the ancient headdress Parsons 1922:184; 
of Zuni maidens" Bunzel 1932b:867 

34. Hair down 6 8 long hair worn Bunzel 1932b:867 
down (male) 

35. Hair up - - on Kolhamana Bunzel 1932b:867 
and down 

Feathers 
36. Downy 'u'kahana 25 7 the eagle "travels far Parsons 1933:94; 

eagle in all directions and so Bunzel 1932b:863 
he will surely bring 
us the rains" 

37. Macaw lashowan 16 9 "to bring the rains Bunzel 1932b:908,863; 
lhupz'ina of the south" Ladd 1963:16 

38. Eagle tail k'ak'ali 6 10 eagle tail feathers; Newman 1958:22, 23; 
k'ate:we; "strong feathers," Parsons 1922:214; 
laz'umme:we "for the clouds" Bunzel 1932b: 1065 

39. Macaw tail lapapowanne 5 8 macaw tail feathers Bunzel 1932b:908, 1032 
on stick 

40. Great lashowan 5 8 eagle and duck Bunzel 1932b:864, 936 
feather ihana feathers fastened 

to reeds, "dangerous" 
41. Hawk zililik'o;pippi 5 10 sparrow hawk Bunzel 1932b:993, 

feathers "for the rain"; 1006, 1009, 1065; 
red-tailed hawk Cook 1974:81; 

Newman 1958:34 
42. Duck 'eya; netonne 6 10 duck; stuffed duck's Newman 1958:12; 

head Bunzel 1932b:920, 981; 
Ladd 1963:31 

43. Crane k'o:lokta 1 10 sandhill crane, used Ladd 1963:15 
in lapapowa Newman 1958:24 

44. Owl muhukwi laha- 2 10 bunch of owl Bunzel 1932b:919, 1041; 
shiponne feathers, "to bring Newman 1958:32 

the rain" 
45. Turkey tonalashiponne 5 8 disk of turkey feathers Bunzel 1932b:1057 
46. Downy red 'u'kahana 4 8 red-stained feather, Parsons 1922:173; 

feather "badge of society Bunzel 1932b:863 
membership" 

47. Bluejay maya; 4 10 "feather of the Bunzel 1932b:864, 980, 
ihazitonne priests"; bluejay 991; Newman 1958:30 

feather on stick 
48. Summer 2 10 feathers of summer Bunzel 1932b:962 

birds birds 
Collar Type 
49. Spruce 9 9 "it symbolizes all the Bunzel 1932b:862 

green growing things" 
50. Elk/wool 3 10 "elk skin stuffed Bunzel 1932b:962 

with wool" 
51. Crow feather 3 10 "to frighten the Bunzel 1932b:988 

children.. . crows 
bring bad luck" 

52. Coyote skin 3 10 Bunzel 1932b:919, 1006 
53. Fox skin 3 10 Bunzel 1932b:908, 1017 
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APPENDIX, continued 

Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 

54. Cloth 1 10 on Koyemshi Bunzel 1932b:862 
55. Fawn skin 1 0 Bunzel 1932b:936 
56. Kilt 2 0 on Komokashshik'i Bunzel 1932b:862, 1014 

"to hide her face ... 
because she is 
ashamed" 

Body Paint 
57. Black hekwitola 6 10 e.g., Towa Cha'kwen Bunzel 1932b:920, 1018 
58. Pink kok'a:wan 6 10 "katcina's clay" from Bunzel 1932b:860; 

hekk'achona Sacred Lake Newman 1958:20 
59. Red 'ahok'ona 4 10 "for the red-breasted Bunzel 1932b:861, 862; 

birds," red ochre Newman 1958:7 
60. White hekshina 2 10 "for the sun" Bunzel 1932b:862, 993 

k'ohanna 
61. Yellow he:lhupz'ikwa 1 10 "for the yellow- Bunzel 1932b:860, 862; 

breasted birds and Newman 1958:115 
for the flowers and 
butterflies and all the 
beautiful things" 

62. Purple k'e:kw'ina 1 10 "for the blackearth Bunzel 1932b:861, 1065; 
... wet from rain" Newman 1958:23 

63. Yellow arms 11 10 "for the yellow flowers Bunzel 1932b:868, 1016 
and the corn pollen" 

64. White 5 0 on kachina maidens Bunzel 1932b: 1013 
forearms 

65. White legs 6 10 "for the sun" Bunzel 1932b:868 
66. Yellow legs 1 10 Bunzel 1932b:868 
67. Red knees 3 10 "for speed" Bunzel 1932b:868 
68. Yellow 9 9 "for the yellow Bunzel 1932b:871, 990 

calves birds of summer" 
69. Pink calves 1 10 Bunzel 1932b:991 

Designs 
70. Dots pi'lawapana 6 10 yellow spots on arms Bunzel 1932b:868, 1021 

and chest for the 
rainbow 

71. Crescents 1 10 e.g., Sayalhi"a Bunzel 1932b:920 
72. Spots 1 10 multicolored spots, for Bunzel 1932b:862, 868 

rain drops 
73. Yellow pi'lha:we 1 10 on Towa Cha'kwen Bunzel 1932b:1018 

bows 

Clothing 
74. Dance kilt pilhanne 13 10 embroidered panels Bunzel 1932b:869; 

symbolize "rain, Parsons 1930:13; 
clouds, and life" Cook 1974:101 

75. Buckskin 5 10 "associated with war Bunzel 1932b:870 
kilt or hunting" 

76. Salimopiya 5 10 embroidered with Bunzel 1932b:989 
kilt butterflies and flowers 

77. Breechclout pilha ihi"ana 3 10 made with dark blue Bunzel 1932b:869, 1077 
native cloth or 
embroidered sash 
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APPENDIX, continued 

Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 

78. Robe miha 1 10 worn as a robe by Bunzel 1932b:1009 
Kan'a:kwe 

79. Shawl kilt zi'pa "inne 1 10 on Hehe'a, "fringed Bunzel 1932b:1017; 
girl's shawl as kilt" Newman 1958:33; 

Cook 1974: 101 
80. Dress yatonanne; 'eha 8 0 black woman's dress Parsons 1922:195, 212; 

fastened on right Newman 1958:47, 11 
shoulder; blanket 
dress, manta 

81. Buckskin na'le kemme 4 10 buckskin shirt Bunzel 1932b:1003; 
shirt Roediger 1961:121 

82. Blanket miha 10 5 on important kachinas, Bunzel 1932b:870, 908, 
with cloud, flower, 1017 
and butterfly designs 

83. Buckskin kalhe 2 10 buckskin worn over Parsons 1917:177; 
shoulder Bunzel 1932b:967 

84. Kilt-sash - - on Kolhamana, dance Bunzel 1932b:1011 
kilt on left shoulder 

85. Pitonne pitonne 1 0 brightly colored silk Bunzel 1932b:871 
worn over shoulders 

86. Fox skin ihanak'o we'le 16 10 "a relic of the earliest Bunzel 1932b:870, 1003; 
days... while Parsons 1922:202; 
mankind was still Cook 1974:78 
tailed and horned" 

87. Sash 'ikkwinne 13 10 fringe symbolizes Bunzel 1932b:870; 
"falling of the rain" Roediger 1961:135; 

Cook 1974:100 
88. Woven belt mo'lipon 25 9 "hang down in knots Bunzel 1932b: 1003; 

'ikkwinne belt" Parsons 1922:175 
89. Leggings kechi 'alla:we 8 8 knitted hose or Parsons 1930:13; 

buckskin leggings Bunzel 1932b:870 
90. Barefoot 6 5 often with spruce Bunzel 1932b:870,989 

anklets (zileakwi:we') 
Accessories 
91. Gourd rattle chi'monne 5 8 sounds like rain Bunzel 1932b:872; 

Newman 1958:18 
92. Turtle shell lheyakkwinne; 10 10 worn on right leg Parsons 1922:175 

rattle 'okko lonanne Bunzel 1932b:870, 1009; 
Newman 1958:28 

93. Deer rattle sakolhokona:we 6 7 rattle of deer Parsons 1922:205; 
scapulae Bunzel 1932b:872 

94. Bells musilili 7 10 sleigh bells on leg Bunzel 1932b:870, 998 
95. Bandoleer kepatonanne 3 10 "buckskin around," Bunzel 1932b:871, 1002; 

on warrior kachinas Parsons 1922:204 
96. Fawn skin 4 8 used to carry seeds Bunzel 1932b:958, 1014 

bag 
97. Bow and pi'lhanne; 6 10 hunting bow; arrows Newman 1958:33, 39; 

arrow showe Bunzel 1932b:872 
98. Yucca hoz'ana 8 10 carried by warrior Newman 1958:21; 

blades and whipping kachinas Bunzel 1932b:872 
99. Spruce k'alhaz'i:we 10 6 circlets of spruce Parsons 1922:174; 

on wrists, "to make Bunzel 1932b:872-873; 
the world green" Cook 1974:87 
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APPENDIX, continued 

Costume Element Frequency Ratinga Notes Sources 
100. Seed/corn mi'k'appanne 11 7 perfect ear of corn, Bunzel 1932b:873, 1032 

seeds 
101. Necklaces taku:we 18 9 indicates importance, Newman 1958:40; 

worn close to the Bunzel 1932b:871, 1003 
throat for society 
membership 

102. Sticks 1 10 feathered sticks Bunzel 1932b:993 
103. Staff telnanne; telna 4 8 "feathered wands or Bunzel 1932b:873, 

lashowapa; long staves with 1032, 1042, 1065 
taz'ik'ana feathers"; crook of rain 
zilhzikona priests 

104. Willow pila 3 10 used as a whip Bunzel 1932b:990; 
switch Cook 1974:87; 

Newman 1958:106 
105. Torch 'opzina 2 10 Parsons 1917:214 
106. Bull-roarer numnunanne 1 10 Bunzel 1932b: 1063; 

Newman 1958:32 
107. Chili k'ol'owe:we 1 10 e.g., Hehe'a Bunzel 1932b: 1077; 

peppers Newman 1958:23 
108. Antlers saya:we 1 10 symbolizes trees Bunzel 1932b:968, 1041; 

Newman 1958:36 
109. Stone knife 'achiyal hana 2 5 carried by scare Bunzel 1932b:873, 1003; 

kachinas Newman 1958:7 
Kachina Typeb 
110. Priest 15 8 Bunzel 1932b:521 
Il1. Group 4 8 Bunzel 1932b:888 
112. Rain dancer 5 6 Bunzel 1932b:888 
113. Whipping 7 10 Bunzel 1932b:872-873 
114. Scare 3 7 Bunzel 1932b:935-941 
115. Humorous 2 5 Bunzel 1932b:986, 

1017, 1077 

a. See p. 00 for explanation of gender rating. 
b. Kolhamana was not assigned a kachina type so that the frequencies listed under this heading total 36 
instead of 37 kachinas. 
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